WARRIORS
SKYCLAN &
THE STRANGER

#1: THE RESCUE
Dear readers,

If you’ve read one of my mangas before, you’ll know that as well as making the stories independent from the rest of the Warriors series, I also use them to fill in gaps, reveal more about characters who haven’t taken center stage before, and even give away secrets from the past. This trilogy came about because I was reluctant to leave SkyClan at the end of their adventures in *SkyClan’s Destiny*.

SkyClan is the mysterious fifth Clan of warrior cats, banished long, long ago from the forest when their territory was swallowed up by a Twoleg housing development. In *Firestar’s Quest*, SkyClan’s ancient leader, Cloudstar, visited Firestar in a dream and begged him to find the place where they had tried to make a home and rebuild the Clan. Firestar and Sandstorm traveled upriver from the forest to the deep sandy gorge where SkyClan had settled all those moons ago. The ThunderClan warriors found cats living nearby with hunting and fighting instincts that had lasted through generations, and gathered them to build a new SkyClan, with pride in their ancestors and a desire to live by the warrior code.

We returned to the gorge in *SkyClan’s Destiny*, this time without Firestar and Sandstorm. The young Clan faced fresh challenges from curious dogs, stray Twolegs, and rivals prowling on the border. Under the leadership of Leafstar, SkyClan thrived, but winning one battle doesn’t mean there isn’t another one just around the corner. Leafstar may be deeply loyal to her Clan and to the warrior code, but she didn’t grow up in a Clan, and neither did her Clanmates. Their inexperience makes them vulnerable; there are no elders to tell them what has been done before, no traditions that bind them to the gorge. When a crisis comes, Leafstar and her Clanmates will have to rely on what they have learned from Firestar and Sandstorm, as well as their faith that the new SkyClan can survive.

So what happened next? You’re about to find out . . .

Best wishes always,
Erin Hunter
MY NAME IS LEAFSTAR.

I'M LEADER OF SKYCLAN.

SKYCLAN HASN'T EXISTED FOR THAT LONG. WE'RE STABLE NOW, BUT IT HASN'T BEEN EASY GETTING TO THIS POINT.

MY MATE, BILLYSTORM, IS WITH ME.

HE'S WHAT'S CALLED A DAYLIGHT-WARRIOR. HE'S A SKYCLAN WARRIOR DURING THE DAY...

BUT AT NIGHT, HE GOES HOME TO HIS TWOLEGS AND STAYS WITH THEM IN THEIR NEST.

I WOULDN'T BE WHERE I AM TODAY WITHOUT HIS HELP.
BELOW US IS SKYCLAN'S CAMP.

IT'S A SAFE PLACE.
A SECURE PLACE.

A PLACE OF PEACE.
NOW—ARE YOU PAYING ATTENTION?

OKAY, YOU GATHER YOUR LEGS UNDER YOU AND SPRING STRAIGHT UP.

YES, RABBITLEAP!

YOU’LL BE AMAZED AT HOW HIGH YOU CAN GO IF YOU PRACTICE.

RIDICULOUS. BOUNCING ABOUT ALL OVER THE PLACE.

WE’RE CATS, NOT RABBITS.

THE ELDER CAT, LICHENFLUR Seldom has pleasant words for any cat, but she means no harm.

WHAT DOES HE PLAN TO DO, LAND ON PREY AND SQUASH IT TO DEATH?
There's no call to be rude, Lichenfur. My son's skill is something to be proud of.

Hmph.

Still, it's good to see Waspwhisker stand up to her.

I can do it! I can do it! Not before I do it!

Watch me! Watch me!

Those three are apprentices, learning to be warriors. Their names are Birdpaw, Honeypaw, and Sandypaw.

Clovertail, their mother, has chosen not to be a warrior. Instead she takes care of the clan's little ones.

Now, kits, don't you get up on top of that rock and fall off!

I'm afraid she has more patience than I do.
WE'RE BEING CAREFUL!

WHOOPS...

OW!

ARE YOU ALL RIGHT? BIRDPAW! SAY SOMETHING!

UH... "SOMETHING"?

PFFF: WHAT DID I TELL YOU? DID I NOT JUST SAY TO WATCH YOURSELF UP THERE? DID THOSE WORDS NOT JUST COME OUT OF MY MOUTH?

RABBITLEAP! DON'T YOU REALIZE HOW YOUNG THEY ARE? YOU PUSH THEM TOO MUCH, AND THIS HAPPENS!

SORRY...

...YES...
I HEARD THAT SOMEONE BUMPED THEIR HEAD.

ALL RIGHT, NOW, LOOK AT ME...LET ME SEE HERE...

ECHOSONG IS OUR MEDICINE CAT. SHE'S VERY TALENTED. SKYCLAN IS LUCKY TO HAVE HER.

LOOKS LIKE A SIMPLE SCRAPER.

COME ALONG, BIRDPAW.

I'LL HAVE YOU FEELING BETTER BEFORE YOU KNOW IT.

BET I WON'T FALL OFF.

BET YOU WILL!

BET I GET UP THERE BEFORE YOU DO!

BET YOU DON'T!
I think we've had enough jumping for one day. Awww!

Come along. I'll find something else to keep you occupied.

Sharptail is my deputy. My second-in-command. His dedication to his duty is rock solid.

And there's one of the Clan's patrols, returning from making sure our territory is safe.

Mintfur, Ebonyclaw, Shrewtooth.

Actually, yes. We came across fox-scent... but the trail was old.

How was your patrol? Anything to report?

From near the beginning of Newleaf, if I had to guess.
We marked how far into SkyClan territory the scent came by bending down small branches on some of the trees.

Really? I wouldn’t have thought of that.

That’s a very good tactic.

It was EbonyClaw’s idea.

...for a daylight-warrior.

Not bad, I suppose...

Sniff!

“Not bad”?
I'll tell you the truth, Ebonyclaw...

Any warrior would be proud to think of something like that.

daylight or otherwise.

It was nothing, really.

I saw my twoleg do something similar with sticks when part of the backyard flooded.

You've done an amazing thing here, Leafstar.

Oh, I don't know.

I do know. You've united the clan. It's still only a few seasons old, and yet we're strong now.

Skyclan's future looks secure at last.
EVERYTHING WORKING...FLOWING TOGETHER...
PURE CLAN WARRIORS AND DAYLIGHT-WARRIORS IN HARMONY, SIDE BY SIDE.

SOMETIMES I CAN SCARCELY BELIEVE IT.

ALL RIGHT, THERE YOU GO. AND REMEMBER, DON'T GET THE DRESSING WET, OR IT'LL FALL OFF.

I UNDERSTAND. THANKS, ECHOSONG.
BIRDPAW!

IT'S OKAY, CLOVERTAIL. THIS IS MOSTLY FOR SHOW.

SHE JUST GOT A LITTLE SCRAPE, THAT'S ALL.

YOUR POOR EYE!

WOW! DID YOUR WHOLE EYE COME OUT?

LEMME SEE! LEMME SEE! IS IT ALL GROSS UNDER THERE?

YOU'LL JUST HAVE TO WAIT AND FIND OUT.

AWWW!

LEAFSTAR!
TELL ME YOU HAVEN'T BEEN HUNTING!

AND YOU CAUGHT A BIRD—BY CLIMBING A TREE, NO DOUBT! YOU HAVE TO START TAKING MORE CARE!

ECHOSONG, CALM DOWN! I'M NOT SICK! I'M JUST EXPECTING KITS.

AND WHY DIDN'T YOU STOP HER?

STOP HER?

WHEN CAN ANY CAT STOP LEAFSTAR?
"I've a good mind to barricade you in your den until these kits are born!"

"You wouldn't do that!"

"And the kits are fine—I think they like it when I climb trees. They certainly wriggle enough!"

"Tell you what. If it makes you feel better, I'll just lie in the sun for a while now."

"What do you say?"

"I suppose that does make me feel better. A little."

"Look at you, expecting kits any day now, and you're still prancing about in the woods!"

"Not you, too..."

"Clovertail has already had two litters and is full of advice for me."

"But most of it sounds like good advice, so I always try to listen."
YOU KNOW, CLOVERTAIL...I WILL ADMIT THAT SOMETIMES I THINK HAVING KITS IS GOING TO BE EVEN HARDER THAN LEADING A CLAN.

WELL, IT PROBABLY WILL BE, IF I'M BEING HONEST. EVEN WITH BILLYSTORM TO HELP YOU.

"BUT BELIEVE ME WHEN I TELL YOU, THERE'S NOTHING BETTER."

ABOUT THAT FOX TRAIL THE PATROL MENTIONED.

ARE YOU GOING TO CHECK IT YOURSELF?

SHARPCLAW!

A WORD?
WELL... ACTUALLY, CHERRYTAIL AND I WERE JUST GOING TO HUNT IN THE WOODS FOR A BIT, BUT--

ALL RIGHT, GOOD.

THANK YOU.

WE COULD EASILY PASS THROUGH THE PLACE WHERE THE FOX WAS SCENTED.

THAT WOULDN'T BE ANY PROBLEM AT ALL.

IS IT JUST ME, OR WERE THEY BOTH ACTING A LITTLE PECULIAR?

ARE YOU SERIOUS?

WHAT?

WHY, LEAFSTAR, IT'S AS PLAIN AS THE MUZZLE ON YOUR FACE! SHARPCLAW AND CHERRYTAIL...?

THERE COULD BE MORE KITS IN THE CLAN SOON!
WAIT, THOSE TWO? REALLY?

SOME CATS COULD SAY THE SAME THING ABOUT YOU.

I WONDER IF MANY OF THE OTHER CLAN LEADERS HAVE KITS?

I HAVE TO SAY, I'M SURPRISED. SHARPCLAW HAS ALWAYS BEEN SO DEDICATED TO HIS DUTIES...

...I DON'T THINK I'VE EVER THOUGHT ABOUT HIM TAKING A MATE.

IT'S AS MUCH UP TO THEM TO KEEP THEIR CLANS GOING AS ANY CAT.

IT RAISES THOUGHTS, THOUGH. DOUBTS.

WHAT IF...?

WHAT IF I'M TORN BETWEEN CARING FOR MY KITS AND CARING FOR MY CLANMATES?

WILL THE CLAN BE VULNERABLE IF MY ATTENTION IS DIVIDED?
SHARPCAW WII
NEVER NEGLECT HIS DUTIES,
WHATEVER HE FEELS
FOR CHERRYTAIL.

YOU KNOW
THAT, RIGHT?

I KNOW.

WHERE ARE THEY?

WHERE ARE
MY KITS? I'VE LOST
THEM!
HELP ME, LEAFSTAR!

WE'RE IN DANGER! HELP US!

YOU'VE GOT TO DO SOMETHING, LEAFSTAR!

LEAFSTAR!

MY CLANMATES--!

BUT... BUT I'VE GOT TO FIND MY KITS!

HELP US, LEAFSTAR!

SO MANY VOICES... PULLING ME... TEARING AT ME... WHAT DO I DO?

WHUH... WHAT? WHERE...? GOOD MORNING TO YOU, TOO.

BAD DREAM?
YOU'RE EARLY. AREN'T YOU?

YES...I WANTED TO SEE HOW YOU WERE DOING. LOOKS AS THOUGH MY INSTINCTS WERE SPOT-ON.

"THEY PROBABLY THINK I'M JUST ENJOYING THE NEWLEAF SUNSHINE."

YOU DO LOOK TIRED, THOUGH. MORE THAN USUAL.

I'M TELLING YOU, I'M FINE.

LEAFSTAR!

I'M SENDING OUT THE MORNING PATROLS. WOULD YOU LIKE TO COME WITH ME ON MINE?

I...THANK YOU, SHARPCLAW, BUT NO.

I BELIEVE I'LL STAY IN CAMP TODAY.

...ALL RIGHT. WELL...
...Cherrytail and I checked the fox-scent. It was no farther than the branches marked by Ebonyclaw's patrol.

I sent another border patrol there today.

Waspwhisker. He took Tinycloud, Sandypaw, and Nettlesplash with him.

Led by whom?

I know you say you're all right, but you've never been one to turn down a patrol before.

Should I stay here with you today?

Don't be silly. I'm just tired and a bit achy. And if I'm not mistaken...

...you have a patrol to catch up with.

But it does feel good to let the sun warm my pelt.

Am I being unrealistic? Unreasonable? I'm not sure.

Until I grow bored and restless, that is.
HarveyMoon is another daylight-warrior... though he's never displayed much talent at tracking or fighting.

HarveyMoon! How are you?

Doing well, doing well. Ate a bit much at breakfast, I fear.

Would you like to go for a walk with me? It might do us both some good.

A walk sounds delightful.

Be careful, Leafstar! You have no business traipsing too far outside the territory in your condition!

Don't worry, Echosong. I'm pretty slow in the mornings myself, so we'll make a good pair.

 Didn't expect to have to wrangle an ornery pregnant cat today, did you?

Not at all! It is an honor and a privilege.
I'd say this was far enough, wouldn't you?

I am a bit winded. We can--

Rustle

Waspwhisker! Is something wrong?

We've lost SandyPaw and Nettlesplash! The patrol split up to follow the old fox-scent over the border...

...looking for any dens, but now the other two have vanished.

Neither of us speaks, but we both hear the rustling in the woods nearby. Intruders?

Nettlesplash and SandyPaw are young cats. They shouldn't have strayed outside the clan borders!

I shouldn't have divided the patrol. This is my fault.

That doesn't matter, Waspwhisker.

What matters is finding them.
The four of us track the young ones. Soon we reach the end of the fox trail, marked by Ebonyclaw’s branches.

The fox’s trail seems to divide, as if the fox has come here on two occasions from separate directions. Missing kits aside, I find that troubling.

Tinycloud and I went this way.

Then let’s follow the other trail.

My senses have all seemed superacute since I found out I was expecting.

So much so that I’m able to follow Nettlesplash and Sandy Paw’s trail through a patch of wild garlic.

That’s where Waspwhisker and Tinycloud lost them, no doubt.
THERE YOU ARE!

LEAFSTAR! WHAT ARE YOU DOING OUT HERE?

LOOKING FOR YOU TWO. WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN?

OH, JUST—JUST IN THE WOODS, AH, TRYING TO FOLLOW THE FOX-SCENT.

YEAH, THE FOX-SCENT, BUT WE DIDN'T, OH, DIDN'T EVER FIND ANYTHING.

NOPE. NOTHING. NOTHING OUT HERE AT ALL.
YOU REALIZE YOU'RE FAR OVER THE CLAN BORDER? I TAUGHT YOU TO BE MORE CAREFUL THAN THAT.

GET BACK TO CAMP.

JUST A MOMENT.

HAVE YOU TWO BEEN EATING?

ONLY A LITTLE...

MAY I REMIND YOU THAT IT'S AGAINST THE WARRIOR CODE TO EAT PREY AS SOON AS IT'S BEEN CAUGHT?

IT MUST BE BROUGHT BACK TO THE FRESH-KILL PILE AND GIVEN TO ELDERS AND KITS FIRST.

DO YOU REMEMBER NONE OF WHAT YOU'VE BEEN TAUGHT?
IT WAS JUST SOME CROW-FOOD THAT WE FOUND—MAYBE THE FOX KILLED IT?

AND WE ONLY HAD A MOUTHFUL WHILE WE WERE LOOKING FOR SCENTS OF THE FOX...

I AM VERY DISAPPOINTED IN BOTH OF YOU. YOU KNOW BETTER.

WELL, BOTH OF YOU WILL BE PUNISHED, THERE'S NO QUESTION OF THAT.

I BELIEVE CHECKING LICHENFUR FOR TICKS AND CHANGING OUT HER BEDDING MOSS SHOULD BE SUITABLE.

EWWW!

THIS IS MUCH FARTHER THAN WE WERE SUPPOSED TO GO, LEAFSTAR.

LET'S HEAD BACK TO CAMP NOW. WHAT DO YOU SAY?

I SUPPOSE SUCH FOOLISHNESS CAN BE FOUND IN ANY APPRENTICE.
BUT SOMETHING BOTHERS ME ABOUT THEIR STORY.

CHECK FOR THOSE TICKS VERY THOROUGHLY, NOW. I WON'T HAVE YOU MISSING ONE.

AND WE WANT OUR DENS SPOTLESS, TOO!

I SUPPOSE I SHOULDN'T GO LOOKING FOR TROUBLE, THOUGH...

...AND WITH NO OTHER DISTURBANCES, I SLEEP LATE THE FOLLOWING MORNING.
EACH SUNRISE, I FEEL BIGGER.

NEVER BEFORE HAVE I BEEN SO ENVIOUS OF CATS SENT ON PATROL.

IT'S A WONDER MY BELLY DOESN'T DRAG ON THE GROUND.

I BELIEVE I'LL PATROL A BIT MYSELF TODAY, SHARPCLAW. NOT A HUGE ONE, JUST SWING AROUND THE PERIMETER OF THE CAMP.

WHAT?

I AM LEADER OF SKYCLAN! WHO ARE YOU TO TELL ME WHEN I CAN AND CAN'T DO SOMETHING?

WHO ARE YOU TO KEEP ME CAPTIVE?

I'M AFRAID NOT, LEAFSTAR. I WON'T BE LETTING YOU PATROL AGAIN--NOT UNTIL YOUR KITS ARE BORN.

WITH ALL DUE RESPECT, LEAFSTAR, DON'T BE RIDICULOUS. ANY OTHER QUEEN WOULD'VE BEEN CONFINED TO THE NURSERY BY NOW.

AND NO CAT IS KEEPING YOU PRISONER. YOU SIMPLY CAN'T PERFORM ALL YOUR USUAL WARRIOR DUTIES.
Come on, Leafstar. It's not as though you can't move at all.

In fact, I could use some help gathering herbs. Want to come with me?

EchoSong's request is a painfully transparent excuse to make me feel useful.

...All right.

But I know she and SharpClaw have the best of intentions.

That's what I keep telling myself, in any case.
YOU KNOW, LEAFSTAR, YOU SHOULDN'T ARGUE WITH SHAPPCLAW. HE ONLY HAS YOUR BEST INTERESTS AT HEART.

I KNOW, I KNOW, BUT I HAVE THE CLAN'S BEST INTERESTS AT HEART, ECHOSONG.

I... FIRESTAR DIDN'T TELL ME ANYTHING ABOUT THIS!

PROBABLY BECAUSE HE'S A TOM. IT WOULDN'T BE AN ISSUE FOR HIM.

IT'S NOT RIGHT THAT SHE-CAT LEADERS SHOULD HAVE ALL THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF LEADING A CLAN...

...AND ALL THE RESPONSIBILITIES OF RAISING KITS!

BUT... RIGHT OR NOT... I'M GOING TO DO IT. I'M GOING TO DO BOTH JOBS. I'M GOING TO DO THEM WELL.

AND I'D LIKE TO SEE A TOM TRY TO KEEP UP WITH ME!
LEAFSTAR!

I'M SO SORRY
I'M LATE GETTING
TO THE GORGE!

MY HOUSEFOLK
ACCIDENTALLY SHUT
ME IN. I HAD TO WRIGGLE
OUT OF A TINY WINDOW.

HA-HA-HA...
I THOUGHT YOU
LOOKED A BIT
SQUEEZED.

BUT, BUT ARE YOU--
WERE YOU UP HERE
LOOKING FOR ME?

IS SOMETHING
WRONG?

IF SOMETHING WERE
WRONG WITH LEAFSTAR,
SHE'D HARDLY STAGGER ALL
THE WAY TO TWOLEGPLACE
TO TELL YOU ABOUT IT.
BUT, WELL, YOU WOULD SEND SOMEONE, WOULDN'T YOU?

I PROMISE. IF THERE'S ANY TROUBLE, WE WILL.

EVEN IF IT'S THE MIDDLE OF THE NIGHT.

COME ON, LET'S GO BACK TO CAMP.

THE HERB SELECTION UP HERE IS PITIFUL.

ROCKSHADE-- WHAT'S THE MATTER?

SORRY, LEAFSTAR. OUR APPRENTICES SEEM TO HAVE MISPLACED THEMSELVES.

THEY'RE SUPPOSED TO BE HAVING A TRAINING SESSION, BUT THEY'RE NOWHERE TO BE FOUND.

NETTLESPASH AND PLUMWILLOW ARE MISSING, TOO.

WELL, LET'S NOT GET OVERWROUGHT FOR NO REASON. PERHAPS THE APPRENTICES DIDN'T HEAR WHEN THE TRAINING SESSION WAS DUE.

BUT JUST IN CASE, THE THREE OF YOU HEAD OUT SEPARATELY TO LOOK FOR THEM, AND I'LL TELL SHARPCLAW TO--
LOOK—THERE THEY ARE!

AND THEY’VE BROUGHT A...PIGEON, AT LEAST I THINK THAT USED TO BE A PIGEON.

WHAT’S THE STORY HERE? YOU DISAPPEAR, AND THEN YOU COME BACK WITH MANGLED FRESH-KILL?

SORRY... I GUESS WE GOT A LITTLE CARRIED AWAY WHEN WE CAUGHT IT...

WELL, GO AND WASH THE PIGEON STINK OFF YOU IN THE POOL...

BEFORE YOU LEAD A PACK OF FOXES STRAIGHT TO US.

I DON’T KNOW WHAT’S GOING ON WITH THESE APPRENTICES...

...BUT THEY MUST LEARN TO BE MORE CAREFUL. THAT PIGEON’S CLAW SEEMS TO HAVE OPENED BIRDPAW’S EYE BACK UP.

CARELESS KITS. LOOK AT HOW SHE’S REOPENED THAT WOUND!

I KNOW.
NOW YOU KEEP THAT DRESSING ON IT FOR THE REST OF THE DAY, YOU HEAR ME?

AND NO ROUGH PLAYING, OR YOU'LL REGRET IT!

YES, ECHOSONG.
THINGS SEEM TO BE QUIET FOR A FEW DAYS.

PATROLS COME AND GO...

THE SUN KEEPS GETTING HOTTER...

...BUT I SHOULD HAVE KNOWN THIS MYSTERY AROUND THE YOUNGER CATS WOULD REAR ITS HEAD AGAIN.

AND JUST WHERE DO YOU LOT THINK YOU’RE GOING?
WE, AH, WE JUST THOUGHT WE'D GO ON OUR OWN DAWN PATROL.

YEAH—WE WERE HOPING IT WOULD COUNT TOWARD OUR, AH, FINAL ASSESSMENT BEFORE BECOMING WARRIORS...?

THEY MIGHT BE TAKING SOME INITIATIVE, BUT IT'S NOT HELPING BIRDPAW'S EYE ANY.

I'M AFRAID IT'S AFFECTING HER APPETITE. SHE'S HARDLY TOUCHED THE FRESH-KILL PILE LATELY.

I'M SURE SHE'S FINE.

NONE OF US ARE EATING MUCH AT THE MOMENT, THANKS TO THIS HEAT.

THE SUN THIS GREENLEAF IS BRUTAL. I CAN'T BELIEVE I'D RATHER STAY IN THE SHADE THAN SPRAWL OUT ON THE WARM YELLOW ROCKS!

I USED TO LOVE THE FEEL OF THE SUN ON MY FUR, BUT NOW IT'S JUST TOO HOT.

I WAS EXACTLY THE SAME WHEN I WAS EXPECTING KITS IN GREENLEAF.
A FEW MORE DAYS PASS UNEVENTFULLY...

BUT I CAN TELL SOMETHING IS UP JUST FROM THE WAY ECHOSONG IS WALKING.

OH, IT'S BIRDPAW'S EYE. IT HASN'T BEEN IMPROVING THE WAY I WANT IT TO.

WHAT'S WRONG?

I MAY HAVE TO KEEP HER CONFINED TO THE MEDICINE DEN FOR A FEW DAYS. I'M AFRAID SHE NEEDS SOME INTENSIVE TREATMENT.

"WELL, I'LL GET SHARPCLAY TO SEND HER OVER AS SOON AS SHE'S BACK FROM PATROL."

LEAFSTAR!

SHARPCLAY SAID YOU WANTED TO SEE ME?
BIRDPAW—YOUR EYE!

I KNOW! IT'S A LOT BETTER, RIGHT?

BUT IT SEEMS TO HAVE HEALED OVERNIGHT!

HOW IS THAT POSSIBLE?

LOOKS AS THOUGH YOU SHOULD HAVE MORE FAITH IN YOUR HERBS!

I SUPPOSE...
THE SUN THE NEXT DAY IS EVEN HOTTER THAN THE DAY BEFORE. SIMPLY LYING IN THE SHADE ISN'T ENOUGH.

WHERE I SOON FIND MORE THAN JUST RELIEF FROM THE HEAT.

I DON'T SEE WHY I CAN'T TELL TINYCLould-- IT COULD HELP THE CLAN!

NO, YOU CAN'T!

YOU MUSTN'T!

CLOVERTAIL ALWAYS SAID SECRETS SHOULD BE TOLD IF THEY MADE ANYONE FEEL BAD. AND THIS SECRET IS STARTING TO MAKE ME FEEL BAD!
WELL YOU DON'T HAVE TO COME WITH US ANYMORE, DO YOU?

FINE.

I WON'T!

THAT SETTLES IT. I'M KEEPING AN EYE ON THESE APPRENTICES NOW... A VERY CLOSE EYE.

AND WHERE ARE YOU THREE OFF TO NOW?

WE'RE JUST GOING TO PADDLE DOWNSTREAM TO COOL OUR PAWS.
WELL, AT LEAST NETTLESPASH HAS GOTTEN OVER HIS FEAR OF WATER.

HE’S NEVER LIKED IT, NOT SINCE PLUMWILLOW PUSHED HIM IN WHEN THEY WERE KITS.

I BELIEVE I’LL GO DIP MY PAWS AS WELL.

CAREFUL IN THE WATER, LEAFSTAR!

YES--YOU DON’T WANT TO SINK UNDER THE WEIGHT OF THAT BELLY!

NOW WE’LL SEE WHAT’S WHAT.

I WAS HOPING IT WOULD HELP ME FLOAT!

HA-HA-HA!
There we go... I can smell Echosong's herbal ointment on Birdpaw's eye.

Rrrhh... at this rate, I'll be lucky if I don't lose them. I'm so slow these days!

Aha!

Wait a moment... this is the fox trail. Surely the apprentices aren't hunting foxes?
NO... THEY'RE LEAVING THE FOX'S SCENT TRAIL...

THAT'S GOOD... BUT EVEN STRANGER.

WHAT?

WHAT ARE THEY DOING HERE?

I FILL MY LUNGS TO YOWL A WARNING...
...but then it feels as if all the air is knocked out of me.

Hello, my pretties! How are you today?

I see your eye is much better, Flossie.

That antibiotic ointment really did the trick, didn't it?

So nice of the veterinarian to let me have some.
BE BACK IN A MOMENT, DEANES!

NETTLESPASH! BIRDPAW! ALL OF YOU!

I CAN'T BELIEVE WHAT I'M SEEING!

YOU ARE ALL CLANBORN CATS, NOT KITTY PETS! NOT EVEN DAYLIGHT-WARRIORS! AND THE WOODS ARE FULL OF PREY.

NEWLEAF HAS BEEN KIND TO US. WHY DO YOU WANT TO BE FED BY A TWOLEG AS IF YOU CAN'T HUNT FOR YOURSELVES?

WELL...THE THING IS... IT TASTES REALLY GOOD... AND SHE'S NICE TO US.

"NICE" TO YOU. THIS IS THE MOST OUTRAGEOUS DISPLAY OF--

YEAH--EXCEPT WHEN SHE PUT THE SLIMY STUFF ON MY EYE. THAT WAS NASTY.

ROWWW! I...YOU CAN'T...

WE CAN'T JUST STAND HERE AND ARGUE. GET BACK TO THE GORGE! RIGHT NOW!
OH! WHO'S THIS?

OH MY SHE'S EXPECTING KITS!
WOULD YOU LIKE ME TO FEED HER, TOO?

RUN!

WELL, THERE'S NO NEED TO RUN AWAY, I'M SURE!

THAT PREGNANT CAT SEEMED VERY NERVOUS. POOR LOVE.
THE PAIN... IN MY STOMACH... IT'S LIKE NOTHING I'VE EVER FELT BEFORE...

WHAT'S HAPPENING TO ME?

LEAFSTAR! ARE YOU ALL RIGHT?

NO, I'M NOT ALL RIGHT! ARE YOU BLIND?!

SOMETHING'S WRONG!
NONSENSE. YOU'RE HAVING YOUR KITS, THAT'S ALL...

MRRAAOWWRR...

CLOVERTAIL... I CAN'T BELIEVE YOU'VE DONE THIS MORE THAN ONCE!

COME ON. COME ON, BRING HER IN HERE...

I DON'T KNOW HOW LONG IT TAKES...

... EVENTUALLY THE PAIN, INTENSE AS IT IS, TRANSFORMS... INTO JOY.

IT'S OFFICIAL, BILLYSTORM. YOU'RE A FATHER.

SHE DELIVERED THREE BEAUTIFUL KITS-- TWO SHE-CATS AND A TOM.
BILLYSTORM... COME AND SEE...!
I HAVEN'T NAMED THEM YET.

WELL... I'M SURE THEIR NAMES WILL COME AS WE GET TO KNOW THEM.

THEY'RE SO BEAUTIFUL...

AND THEY'RE Ours.

IT ALWAYS MAKES MY HEART JUST GLOW WHEN NEW KITS ARRIVE IN THE CLAN. PLUS I--

I FEEL MORE EXHAUSTED THAN I'VE EVER FELT... MY BODY IS SORE FROM NOSE TO TAIL-TIP...

...BUT CLOVERTAIL WAS RIGHT. THERE REALLY IS NOTHING BETTER THAN THIS.
SHREWTOOTH! WHAT IN THE WORLD IS THAT?

ITF FEEP'S WOOL! FOUND IT IN A FEADOW FROO VA TREEEVE. KEEP KITF WARM!

WELL, THEY'RE JUST GORGEOUS, AREN'T THEY?
MAKES ME WISH I COULD HAVE SOME OF MY OWN...

NOW, CHERRYTAIL, DON'T PLAY COY.

I'VE SEEN YOU AND SHARPCCLAW TOGETHER.

OH...WELL, HE'S...
...HE IS VERY NICE, ISN'T HE?

EVERYONE! EVERYONE!
THERE'S A TWOLEG COMING!

OLD AND FEMALE, I THINK!

I'M GRATEFUL THE CLAN IS AS WELL ORGANIZED AS IT IS.

IT'S ONLY HEARTBEATS AFTER I GIVE THE ORDER TO HIDE...

... THAT EVERY CAT IS OUT OF SIGHT.

IT'S JUST AS I FEARED--THE TWOLEG FROM THE NEST IN THE WOODS. HAS SHE COME LOOKING FOR THE APPRENTICES?

BACK IN THE DEN, YOU THREE!

QUIT WRIGGLING LIKE THAT, YOU'LL--
NO!

MEEEEE!!
MEEEEE!!

NO-NO, THE TWOLEG...!

BUT I CAN'T JEOPARDIZE ANYONE ELSE!

STAY HIDDEN!
EVERYONE, STAY HIDDEN!
COME ON, LITTLE ONE...COME BACK WITH ME...

MMMAMA?

WELL, HELLO THERE! I'M SO GLAD I FOUND YOU!

POOR GIRL
HAVING YOUR BABIES OUT HERE!

WHO KNOWS WHAT MIGHT COME ALONG AND TAKE A FANCY TO THEM?
I'm coming, little one!

I think you should come back with me.

Oh, look how cute they are!

And what's that I hear? Is it your brothers and sisters?

You'll come home with me right away.
MAKE SURE YOU'RE OUT OF ANY DANGER!

BILLYSTORM! TELL NETTLESPLASH!

HE'LL KNOW WHERE I AM!

SHAMEFUL, A MAMA CAT HAVING HER KITS IN A GORGE LIKE THAT.

WHAT IS THIS PLACE?
WHAT IS THE TWOLEG GOING TO DO WITH US?!

M-MAMA? MAMA?

I'M HUNGRY, MAMA!

MEWWW!

THE WINDOWS ARE SHUT... THE ONLY DOOR IS SHUT...

I'LL BE WITH YOU IN A MOMENT, LITTLE KITS!

AND EVEN IF I COULD DASH OUTSIDE...

I COULDN'T CARRY THREE KITS WITH ME ALL AT ONCE.
WE'RE TRAPPED IN HERE.
I HAVE TO DRINK SOME OF THE TWOLEG'S WATER. I'M TOO THirsty NOT TO.

BUT THE FOOD... I DON'T WANT TO TOUCH IT, AND YET... IT DOES SMELL GOOD... VERY GOOD.

AND... I SUPPOSE BIRDPAW, HONEYPAW, AND NETTLESPASH HAVE BEEN EATING IT FOR DAYS, WITH NO ILL EFFECTS.

I CAN GO HUNGRY... BUT THEY CAN'T.

IT GETS DARK, AND THERE'S STILL NO SIGN OF A RESCUE PARTY.

AT LEAST THE TWOLEG LEAVES US ALONE FOR THE MOST PART.

SHE SEEMS FASCINATED WITH THAT LOUD, BRIGHT BOX.
I don't believe she means to hurt us, so I keep my claws sheathed.

It's worse than not having a way out at all.

I can see the way out from here.

Skritch skritch.

Oh look, Harry's come home! Have you been hunting, my brave boy?

Huh?
Everyone, this is Harry. Harry, these are our new visitors. They haven't told me what their names are yet.

You're one of those wild cats that live in the gorge, right?

It's SkyClan. That's the name of our group, and I'm their leader, Leafstar.

You don't look like much of a leader right now. Are those your kits?

Of course they are!

Why did you bring them here?

I didn't. I was stolen by your twoleg, along with my new litter!

Why didn't you run away? She can't run very fast, you know.

I couldn't abandon my kits!
Well, don't worry. You'll be very well fed.

I thought those other wild cats would stay once they tasted the food, actually.

They would never stay! They are warriors, like me!

Hmm. Well, I can't really see why hunting one's own food should be such a big deal.

Then you understand nothing about honor, or loyalty, or independence.

Everything that the clan stands for is--

Mama?

Mama, we're hungry!

Meeewww!

Oh, I'm so glad all you kitties are getting on so well!
WELL, THAT’S NOT GOING TO WORK.
HELP US, BILLYSTORM. CAN YOU HEAR ME? WHY HAVEN'T YOU COME FOR US?

I'M SENDING MY THOUGHTS TO YOU. HELP US.

PLEASE.

ALL RIGHT, LITTLE ONES, HERE'S YOUR BREAKFAST.

AND I'VE GOT SOME NICE CLEAN THINGS FOR YOU TO SLEEP ON.

OH, AREN'T THEY JUST PERFECT?

YOU'RE A LUCKY GIRL, AREN'T YOU, LITTLE MISS MAMA CAT?
THIS IS WRONG... I WAS SUPPOSED TO NAME THEM, WITH BILLYSTORM, BY NOW.

SHOULD I NAME THEM MYSELF?

BUT WHAT IF WE'RE STUCK HERE FOREVER?

GOOD MORNING, LEAFSTAR.

GOOD FOR YOU, MAYBE.

WE'RE PRISONERS HERE.

ALL THIS ENERGY YOU SPEND, WANTING TO GET BACK TO YOUR CLAN.

WHAT'S SO GREAT ABOUT IT?

HARRY SEEMS A TINY BIT FRIENDLIER THIS MORNING...

...SO, TO TAKE MY MIND OFF THINGS, I START TO TELL HIM MORE ABOUT LIFE IN SKYCLAN.

BUT I'VE NEVER BEEN HAPPIER TO BE INTERRUPTED!
SHARPCLAW!

LEAFSTAR!

ARE YOU ALL RIGHT? ARE THE KITS ALL RIGHT?

I'M FINE, THE KITS ARE FINE, BUT...

...WE NEED TO GET OUT!

SO YOUR CLANMATES CAME ALL THIS WAY TO RESCUE YOU?

OF COURSE THEY DID! I'M THEIR LEADER!

WE'RE COMING UP WITH A PLAN!

DON'T WORRY, WE'LL GET YOU OUT OF THERE!

HMM, I'M IMPRESSED.
OH MY!

HAVE YOU COME TO SEE YOUR FRIEND?

SHE'S FINE NOW AND ALL THE KITS ARE DOING JUST WONDERFULLY.

HERE, LET ME GET SOMETHING FOR YOU!

HOW ABOUT A NICE BOWL OF MILK? WOULD YOU LIKE THAT?
Oh no you don’t, you rascal!

She needs some peace and quiet—well, as much as those kits will give her.

I can’t believe Billystorm is here—my clan finally came for me—and still I’m trapped.

Snikt

Oh no... Sharpclaw!

Don’t hurt her! Sharpclaw, do not hurt her! She means no harm!
WARRIORS!

COME ON--WE HAVE TO GO!

THEY'RE HERE... MY CLAN KNOWS EXACTLY WHERE I AM NOW... AND YET I FEEL MORE ALONE THAN EVER.

OH, COME NOW, LEAFSTAR. IT'S NOT ALL BAD.

LOOK, THE TWOLEG GAVE US TUNA TONIGHT. HAVE YOU EVER HAD TUNA BEFORE?

I CAN'T EVEN BRING MYSELF TO SPEAK TO HARRY, EVEN THOUGH HE'S TRYING TO HELP, IN HIS OWN WAY.

WHAT ARE WE GOING TO DO?

TWO LONG DAYS PASS, WITH NO SIGN OF MY CLANMATES.

THEY WOULDN'T ABANDON US... WOULD THEY?
My appetite is gone completely. I eat only when I force myself to.

I'm sorry, Leafstar, I just don't understand.

This time I finally describe everything for Harry.

Everything I love about life in SkyClan.

It's nice here. It's warm, and comfortable, and safe.

Why do you want to go back to SkyClan so badly?

The friendship, the self-sufficiency, the loyalty, the freedom.

Even the "tuna" Harry got so excited about tastes like ash in my mouth.

The rush of catching your own prey...

...the glow that comes from knowing an entire clan would die for you.
AND YET... I AM STILL TRAPPED HERE, IN THIS TWOLEG NEST. WORSE YET...

...MY KITS' EYES HAVE BEGUN TO OPEN. I DON'T WANT THE FIRST THING THEY SEE TO BE A TWOLEG NEST!

WHAT IF THEY THINK THEY'RE KITTYPETS?

I TRY TO SHOW THEM. SHOW THEM THE OUTDOORS, THE GRASS, THE SKY... BUT IT DOESN'T WORK AT ALL.

OWW! MAMA, THAT PINCHES MY FUR!

PUT ME DOWN, PUT ME DOWN!

IT FEELS AS IF EVERYTHING IS SLIDING AWAY FROM ME HERE...
I DREAM AGAIN.

THIS TIME I'M WITH MY KITS, BACK IN SKYCLAN...

...BUT THE CLAN HAS LEFT ME, LEFT US.

HOW? HOW COULD THEY ABANDON US LIKE THIS?

MRRROOWWWW!

I KNOW THAT VOICE....!

IT'S FALLOWFERN!
MRRROOWWW!

OH NO! SHE'S HURT! DID THE FOX CATCH HER?

ANOTHER ONE?

WHAT IS THAT TERRIBLE RACKET?

THE WHOLE OF SKYCLAN SEEMS TO BE MOVING IN.

WHAT'S-- OH!
OH DEAR! WHAT HAVE YOU DONE TO YOUR POOR LEG?

YOU POOR THING! I'LL HAVE YOU FIXED UP IN NO TIME.

YOU CAN STAY THE NIGHT, BUT I'M AFRAID I CAN'T LET YOU GO INTO THE SITTING ROOM.
WE ALREADY HAVE SOME GUESTS IN THERE. NOW HERE YOU GO SOME NICE FOOD AND SOME MILK.

IN THE MORNING WE'LL TAKE A LOOK AT THAT LEG, AND SEE IF YOU NEED TO GO TO THE VETERINARIAN, WON'T WE?

CLICK

LEAFSTAR! I'M OKAY! I WAS JUST PRETENDING TO HAVE A BAD LEG SO THE TWO-LEG WOULD LET ME IN!

THE OTHERS ARE OUTSIDE. I'M GOING TO GET YOU OUT OF HERE!
BUT THE DOOR IS SHUT! I'M STILL STUCK IN HERE!

IF YOU CAN OPEN IT, WE CAN ESCAPE! THERE'S A FLAP IN THE DOOR IN HERE!

DO YOU REALLY WANT TO LEAVE? IS LIVING IN A CLAN THAT WONDERFUL?

YES, YES, IT IS. HELP ME... PLEASE!

WELL... THAT METAL THING RIGHT UP THERE IS CALLED A LATCH, AND IF YOU CAN TURN IT, THE DOOR WILL OPEN.

THOUGH I CAN'T SEE HOW YOU'LL GET UP THERE TO REACH IT.

I'LL JUMP.

IT'S WHAT SKYCLAN CATS DO.

SWISH

COME ON...
ALMOST...

TCHAK

YES!
LEAFSTAR!

THIS IS OUR CHANCE...

CRASH

BUT THE KITS ARE WORMGLING SO MUCH IT'S IMPOSSIBLE TO CARRY TWO.

PLEASE... PLEASE, HARRY. WILL YOU HELP US?

GOODNESS GRACIOUS! WHAT WAS THAT?

WELL...

I HOPE NO ONE'S HURT.

OF COURSE I WILL.
WE'RE GOING TO MAKE IT...
WE'RE GOING TO MAKE IT...!

YES!

NOW RUN!

SOMETHING'S HAPPENED. WHERE DID EVERYONE GO?

THANK YOU, HARRY. I OWE YOU A GREAT DEBT...

YOU'RE SURE YOU HAVE TO LEAVE?

YES... YOUR TWOLEG WAS VERY KIND TO ME, BUT THIS IS NOT WHERE I BELONG.

GOOD-BYE, HARRY!
MY DEN HAS NEVER EVER BEEN AS COMFORTABLE AS IT WAS LAST NIGHT.

ESPECIALLY SINCE BILLYSTORM STAYED THE WHOLE NIGHT WITH US. HE CAN'T DO THAT VERY OFTEN.

AND NOW IT'S TIME TO SEE IF I CAN BRING THE CLAN BACK TO NORMAL.

CLOVERTAIL WATCHES OVER MY KITS FOR ME WHILE I SPEAK.

"WHAT'S SO GREAT ABOUT YOUR CLAN?" HARRY ASKED.

THAT'S WHAT'S SO GREAT ABOUT MY CLAN. WE WORK TOGETHER. WE ARE ONE.

I'M PROUD TO BE THE LEADER OF A STRONG CLAN THAT LOOKS OUT FOR ALL ITS CATS, YOUNG AND OLD, BIG AND SMALL.

...I WON'T EVER LET MYSELF BE CAUGHT OFF GUARD BY A TWOLEG AGAIN.
I also need to thank Fallowfern for her brilliant plan...

Oh—actually that was Birdpaw’s idea.

She thought the Twoleg put that greasy stuff on her eye to help it...

...and that you never take food from Twolegs.

Well, Birdpaw, it was an excellent idea...

...but you must also remember, always, that you are a Clan cat...you and the rest of the apprentices...
BY THE WAY... I'VE THOUGHT OF SOME NAMES.

OH? WHAT HAVE YOU COME UP WITH?

I HOPE YOU LIKE THEM...

FIREKIT FOR OUR LITTLE GINGER SHE-CAT... AND STORMKIT FOR THE GRAY-AND-GINGER SHE-CAT, AFTER FIRESTAR AND SANDSTORM.

AND FOR THE GRAY TOM... HARRYKIT, AFTER THE CAT WHO HELPED US ESCAPE FROM THE TWOLEG.

I DO LIKE THOSE.

HELLO?

I DECIDED TO COME AND SEE WHAT ALL THE FUSS WAS ABOUT.

HARRY!

IF LIFE IN SKYCLAN IS SO GOOD, PERHAPS I SHOULD JOIN YOU.
YOU REALIZE, YOU'D HAVE TO TRAIN TO BE A WARRIOR, JUST AS WE ALL DID.

OF COURSE.

YOU'LL LEARN TO HUNT FOR US, GUARD THE BORDERS, BE WILLING TO GIVE UP YOUR LIFE FOR YOUR CLANMATES.

I'M WILLING TO LEARN WHAT I NEED TO.

WELL, THEN... WELCOME TO SKYCLAN!

ACTUALLY, THERE'S SOMEONE YOU NEED TO MEET, FOR THE SECOND TIME.

THIS IS HARRYKIT.

I HOPE YOU DON'T MIND, WE NAMED HIM AFTER YOU.

HARRY'S NOT MY REAL NAME.

THAT'S JUST WHAT THE TWOLEG CALLS ME.
MY REAL NAME IS SOL.

TO BE CONTINUED.
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Leafstar was able to escape from the Twoleg’s home with the help of Billystorm and her Clanmates, but more trouble lies ahead. Sol has joined SkyClan’s ranks and, unbeknownst to Leafstar, is subtly working to sabotage the warrior code. When Sol’s actions lead to a disaster for the Clan, Leafstar must determine whether or not to trust the stranger in her ranks—at the risk of jeopardizing SkyClan’s future.
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Black-and-white Tiny may be the runt of the litter, but he’s also the most curious about what lies beyond the backyard fence. When he crosses paths with some wild cats defending their territory, Tiny is left with scars—and a bitter, deep-seated grudge—that he carries with him back to Twolegplace. As his reputation grows among the strays and loners that live in the dirty brick alleyways, Tiny leaves behind his name, his kittypet past, and everything that was once important to him—except his deadly desire for revenge.
Crookedkit dreams of becoming a great Clan leader. Then a mysterious cat appears in his dreams, whispering promises of greatness and glory—if only he will pledge his undying loyalty to RiverClan. But what seems like a harmless promise could prove to be his downfall...
Stormkit edged farther along the slippery branch. Volekit’s dare rang in his ears. *Bet you fall off before you get to the end!*

He unsheathed his claws and dug them into the frozen bark. From here, he could see a long way downstream, as far as the bend in the river. He could just glimpse the first of the stepping-stones beyond. And on the far shore, Sunningrocks! Its sheer side shadowed the water and its wide, smooth stone summit sparkled with frost. Stormkit fluffed out his fur. He’d seen farther than any other kit in the Clan! They’d never even seen past the reed bed.

“Be careful!” Oakkit called from the camp clearing.

“Shut up, Oakkit! I’m a warrior!” Stormkit looked down, past the fat, mouse-brown bulrush heads, into the dense forest of reeds that jutted out of the icy river. Minnows flitted between the stems, their scales flashing.

Could he reach down with a paw, break the thin ice, and scoop them out? He pressed his pale brown belly to the bark, wrapped his hind legs around the narrow branch, and swung his forepaws down toward the tiny fish. Tingling with frustration, he felt his claws brush the tips of the bulrushes. *I was born in a storm! I’m going to be Clan leader one day!* Stormkit
stretched harder, trembling with the effort.

“What are you doing?” Oakkit yelped.

“Let him be!” Stormkit heard Rainflower silencing Oakkit, a purr rumbling in her throat. “Your brother has the courage of a warrior already.”

Stormkit clung tighter to the branch. *I’ll be fine. I’m stronger than StarClan.*

“Look out!” Oakkit squeaked.

A rush of wind tugged Stormkit’s fur. A flurry of black-and-white feathers battered his ears.

*Magpie!*

Talons scraped his spine.

*Frog dirt and fish guts!* Stormkit’s claws were wrenched out of the bark. He plummeted into the reeds and crashed through the thin ice. The freezing water shocked the breath from him. Minnows darted away as he thrashed in the water.

*Where’s the shore?* River water flooded his mouth. It tasted of stone and weeds. Spluttering, he struggled to swim, but the stiff reeds blocked his flailing paws. *StarClan, help me!* Panic shot through him as he fought to keep his muzzle above water.

Suddenly the stems beside him swished apart and Tanglewhisker plunged through.

“I’m okay!” Stormkit spluttered. Water rushed into his mouth again and he sank, coughing, beneath the ice.

Teeth gripped his scruff.

“Kits!”

Stormkit heard Tanglewhisker’s muffled growl as the elder hauled him up.

Shivering with cold, Stormkit bunched his paws against
his belly, wincing with embarrassment as he swung from Tanglewhisker’s jaws. Tanglewhisker pushed his way through the reeds and deposited Stormkit on the bank next to his mother.

"Nice dive, Stormkit!" Volekit teased.

"Like a kingfisher," Beetlekit added. "Maybe Hailstar should change your name to Birdbrain."

Stormkit growled at the two kits as they crowded around him. One moon older, they loomed over him like crows.

Echomist paced anxiously behind them, her soft gray fur fluffed with worry. "Don’t tease, you two."

Petalkit pushed past her brothers. "I wasn’t teasing!" The pretty tortoiseshell she-cat stuck her nose in the air. "I think he was brave to try!"

Purring, Rainflower licked Stormkit’s ears. "Next time, grip the branch harder."

Stormkit shook her off. "Don’t worry. I will."

As Tanglewhisker shook water from his long tabby pelt, Birdsong hurried down the slope from the elders’ den. "You’ll catch cold!" she scolded.

Tanglewhisker blinked at his tabby-and-white mate. "Did you want me to let him drown?"

"One of the warriors would have rescued him," Birdsong retorted.

Tanglewhisker shrugged. "They’re busy."

Rainflower purred. "I think Stormkit would have found his own way out. He’s a strong little cat, aren’t you?"

Stormkit felt his fur glow with the warmth of his mother’s praise. He blinked water out of his eyes and looked around
the clearing. This was the home of RiverClan, the greatest Clan of all. He hadn’t seen it before the flood, so the smooth brown mud that covered the ground and the heaps of battered wet reeds that cluttered every corner were more familiar to him than the densely woven walls and open spaces that were emerging. Timberfur and Cedarpelt were carrying bundles of freshly picked dry reeds across the clearing to Softpaw and Whitepaw, who were weaving them into the tattered apprentices’ den. Farther along the river’s edge, Shellheart and Ottersplash were gathering more stems. Fallowtail was helping Brambleberry clear the last of the muddy debris from the medicine den. Owlfur and Lakeshine were dragging deadwood and bark that had been washed through the reeds and into the clearing.

It had been a whole moon since the stormy night when Stormkit and Oakkit had been born, but the camp still showed signs of being swept away. Fortunately the elders’ den had held firm and only needed a little re-weaving here and there. And the nursery, a ball of tightly overlapping willow branches and reeds, had been found downstream, wedged between the stepping-stones. It had been easy enough to drag it back to camp and lodge it among the thick sedge bushes. A few patches had repaired it, though it was still damp inside from the soaking. Rainflower tucked fresh moss into their nest every evening, but Stormkit still woke each morning with a cold, wet pelt.
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